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Urban Farming Based on Bio-synthetic System in Post-human

Era

Exploring speculative visual narratives and concept to new themes of urban
farming based on algae bio- synthetic system in terms of technology, material and
morphology.
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ABSTRACT: The growing connections between living organisms and designers through bio-design

represent a new design paradigm. Bio-synthetic design appears to open up vast new new possibilities for

creating new and innovative products, buildings, urban forms and experiences. This guides me to explore

the farming system based on plastic of algae, which capture existing CO2 and Consumes excess nutrients

in the ecosystem. my research perspective that one aim for design in bio-thinking is to use natural

resources in a way that means more is not taken than can be given back. This means the creation of a

closed-loop system with a zero-waste policy.
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Most of the earth's surface has been massively transformed through urbanization and agriculture. There

is an ever-accelerating reduction of biodiversity through the devastation of countless species through

loss of habitat, over-hunting, pollution and so on (Colomina & wigley, 2016). In scientific discipline,

human factors is the study of how humans interact with their environment with aiming to improve the

safety and quality of human experiences interacting with the technology, but have human ever think

opposite from the inhuman environment perspective?

Algae is considered to be the fastest growing plant on earth. Algae are bound to the equations of the

Earth's life support system and serve as the food base of the food chain and the main producer of oxygen

(over 70%) (Dahiya, 2015). However, In Qingdao, a major city in Shandong province, one of the cities

often worst affect. Mostly they are non-toxic. But when the tiny marine plants die after a few days, their

decomposition consumes the ocean’s oxygen and creates stinking dead zones, where little can live.

So how to up-cycle the constructing material based on those organism to help keep ecology in balance

through remediation is where I propose to explore in terms of energy and food farming system. Synthetic

biology is coming. The research area, that combines engineering and the natural sciences, has the goal of

creating new biological functions that do not exist naturally . " This algae plastic is made of carbon that

has been drawn from the carbon reservoir of the atmosphere and put into the stock of carbon of our built

Environment.

Therefore, for the promotion of the design research, I would to explore the from micro scale to macro

based on the decomposed units like bio-pixel from the morphogenesis. The first urban farming system

should be designed that can integrate with the human body. The next challenge will be integrate the

buildings, and then the cities and all human activities with this bio-synthetic ecosystem through digital

fabrication.
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